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NUMBER OF ATTENDEES ALLOWED
To ensure all TAS schools remain within the allocated
maximum gathering numbers, TAS sport will be conducted with
a maximum of one adult guardian allowed per participant. No
other spectators are permitted on site.

TAS has constructed the following plan to assist the Association’s return to sport. All
restrictions outlined in this return to play update are in conjunction with state and federal
governments’ recent health advice. These restrictions are valid for both TAS and Junior TAS
fixtures and anyone attending these fixtures is required to abide by these guidelines.

ARRIVE, PLAY, GO
o   Students participating in TAS sporting fixtures are to arrive
at games prepared to play, play their games and leave.
o   Change rooms will be closed so there are no facilities for
changing or showering.

VENUE DIRECTIONS
o   Each school has multiple venues in use each Saturday. To
ensure we remain within the parameters available to us, it is
important that visitors follow the directions and only enter the
venue areas that are specifically set aside for the games you
have attended to view. 
o   Visitors should ensure they use the correct entry and exit
points for each venue and leave the premises once the game
they were viewing has concluded.

VENUE RESTRICTIONS
o   It is a condition of entry that every person attending a
TAS fixture will comply with the protocols the Association has put
in place, regardless of the school at which they attend fixtures.
o   You must follow the instructions of the Biosafety officer/s
at all times.
o   You must follow the directions of signs and staff of the
school at which you visit.
o   Your presence will be recorded as the adult attending
with a particular team member on their specific team sheet.
o   As a result of attendance recording, each attendee must follow
the signs and ensure you enter only the venues and spaces
allocated to your team.
o   Accordingly, you should also follow the signs and park where
required. Even if you need to walk further than usual, the parking
areas and game times are structured to allow us to ensure we
have no co-mingling of groups throughout the morning of TAS
sport.
o  If you have recently returned from overseas, feel unwell or
display any signs of COVID-19 or reside at home with someone
displaying symptoms of COVID-19 you are not to enter a TAS
venue.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
While students participating in sport can mix without social
distancing, spectators are required to observe physical
distancing protocols of 1.5m apart.

CANTEEN AVAILABILITY
Canteen and coffee van facilities will not be open for patronage
at TAS sporting events.


